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A STUDY OF VOCABULARIES.
NO·4·
EDWIN W. DORAN, Ph. D.,
President, Belvirino College, West Point, Miss.
INTRODUCTION.
The succeeding pages are offered as a contribution to our
knowledge of the following themes.
I. The extent of a person's vocabulary at various periods,
from infancy to maturity. We find in literature widely vary-
ing opinions, g-uesses, and estimates as to the number of words
a child knows, or has used, or that grown people in the various
walks of life use in conversation, business, or in literature.
The facts brought out here in regard to the vocabularies of
grammar school and high school pupils and college students
are the result of investigations in a hitherto little-worked field.
2. The relation of sex to vocabulary; that is, the problem
whether a boy or girl, a man or a woman, knows more words,
or has the better command of the language. While many
people have some opinion on the subject, it is usually a mere
supposition, more often wrong than right.
3. The effect of race, nationality, and climate; or, what the
naturalist might term, "geographical distribution;" a fruitful
line of investigation for the paidologist or psychologist.
4. The value, or importance, of a good vocabulary. This
is discussed in the latter part of the work, together with its
relation to successful school work; or, in other words, the corre-
lation between efficiency and the extensiveness of the vocabu-
lary as it relates to school work and public life afterward. In-
cidentally a discussion arises as to whether we think in words
always, chiefly, or not at all.
5. How to secure a good vocabulary. The importance ofD
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A STUDY OF VOCA.BULARIES.4°2
this phase of the subject depends upon the value of a good vo-
cabulary. If it is important to have an extensive vocabulary,
it is worth while to give attention to the means whereby such
a vocabulary may be secured.
The bibliography appended includes the most important
works on all phases of the subject herein treated, and a few
topics only briefly discussed, but fundamentally related to the
investigation undertaken.
VOCABULARIES OF CHILDREN.
TABLE I.
Vocabularies of Children.
Age. I Number of Words, and Reference.
Month. No. Ref. No. Ref. No. Ref. No. Ref. No. Ref. Av, Notes.
--
-------- ---- --
--
--
------8 I 51 I a. All references
9 I 51 9 107 5 (51) indicate the samechild at different ages.10 3 51 10 107 3 40b 5·3
II 12 51 12 b. All references
12 { 4 107 81 07 10 4° 17 3° 20C 1°7 13.8 (40) refer to one ofthree children in the24 51 same family at differ-
13 22 4° 38 51 25 ent ages: shown sepa-14 5° 4° 58 51 54 rately in Tables II andIII.IS 4 40 60 44 75 4° 106 51 61.216 9 4° 59 4° 199 51 99 c. Exact age un-17 18 40 35 107 151 4° 232 51 109 certain.18 { 33 4° 74 1I0 80 44 1I3 40 144 3° 1I2.8 d. For the record233 4° 01 Viola Olerich, "the
19 83 4° US 3° 144 1°7 281 40 155·7 baby scholar," see p,404·20 2°4 4° 374 4° 28921 177 107 369 4° 579 40 375 e. Pres. E. D. Mur·22 28107 69 1°7 377 4° 465 40 665 40 320. 8 daugh.23 136 107 459 40 612 40 710 40 486,7 I. Estimated.~-{ 10101 36 107 5° 81 lIS 42 139 I07}173 56 285e107 397 82 399 56 400c 41 455·5483 56 578 42 614 42 729 40 741 4°783 4° 1050 4[ lI21 58 d 7825 25° 107 832 4° 54[26 923 4° 923
27 171 [°7 1032 40 1°79 4° 760.228 451 107 667 107 559
29 u87 4° lI873<r{ 327 107 480 IIO 629 41 751 41 769 41} 869 .81050 44 1432 40 1519 4°32 642 88 642
36 1176 42 lI76
41 839 44 837
45 1009 44 100960 830 e 1600 42 16001°7 1399.2
66 1528 88 1529 53 1528,5
72 960 e 2000 18f 1480
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A STUDY OF VOCABULARIES. 4°3
Table I presents in a condensed form all available previously
published statistics as to the vocabularies of children below the
school age. In the first column are given the ages in months,
and in succeeding columns the number of words used by the
child at that period, followed by a reference to the source of the
information. The numbers in the column marked Ref. refer
to the authorities cited in the bibliography at the close, the
last column giving the averages for each age. A further dis-
cussion of the data of this table with reference to sex will be
found in connection with Tables II and III, pp. 415 and 416.
In Table I the vocabularies of over one hundred children are
given, including in some cases references to the same child at
different ages. The reader will be struck at once with the
very great range at any given age. But this is not so strange
as at first appears, when it is remembered that some children
can scarcely talk at all at two years of age; in fact, occasion-
ally children of average intelligence scarcely talk before they
are three years old. Professor Preyer says that he did not
learn to speak till he was nearly three years old. (81.) I
have even known of some children of average intelligence that
did not talk till they were six or seven years old. Other
children have been known to talk before they were eight
months 01d-223d day (51), some even earlier. The table rep-
resents the actual number of words used by the children, proper
names of persons and places, generally numerals, nursery
rhymes, etc., being omitted. The largest number of records
were made, as appears in the table, at the age of two years, and
the number of words varies from 10 to 1,121, though only
three out of the eighteen fall below 100. The average at two
years is 455.5. This is probably fully twice as many as most
people would suppose. Of the six who talked at twelve
months, the average is almost ten words. The average for the
five recorded thirty months old is 70S.
Laurie in his Lectures on Language (65) estimated, in the
first edition, that a child up to the eighth year uses only ISO
words; in second edition he says not more than 200 or 300; in
the fourth edition he raises his estimate to four or five hundred.
(See 53 and 88.) His trebled estimate is still too small by
half. Warner (109) says a child's vocabulary (without speci-
fying a definite age) may be very limited, perhaps not over
200 words. This evidently refers to children four, five, or six
years old.
Canton (18) states that a child of six years, of average in-
telligence, may safely be credited with a knowledge of two
thousand words. This estimate was based upon a careful study
of the vocabulary of a girl about that age, though he does not
give the number of words she used. M. C. and H Gale (42)
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A STUDY OF VOCABULARIES.
state that 700 words is a typical vocabulary for a two-year-old
child. This is considerably higher than the average shown
in Table I.
Kirkpatrick (62) says that the number of words used by
children two years old varies from a very few words to a thou-
sand, and that the more usual number is from 200 to 400.
This conclusion is based upon a very extensive investigation
of the subject; and Table I is in harmony with it.
Preyer (81) studied the vocabularies of nine children. The
smallest vocabulary contained fifty words, the largest 1,121
words. The remaining seven children each used from 400 to
500 words.
Viola Olerich, "the famous baby scholar" (78), at two years
of age (1 yr. 11 mono 25 d.) was examined by a committee of
school teachers "who found that she knew 2,500 nouns." The
committee estimated that she knew at least 500 more nouns,
which they could not present as objects or pictures, making a
total of 3.000 nouns (p. 33).
Tracy (107) found by testing 5,400 children that the nouns
form an average of 60 per cent. of the entire vocabulary. A
number of other authors give about the same amount. If Viola
Olerich knew 3,000 nouns, and this was 60 per cent. of her
vocabulary, the total number of words known would be 5,000.
This is probably too large. As she was taught nearly alto-
gether by object lessons the nouns would probably represent
much more than 60 per cent. of the entire vocabulary; but
even at 75 per cent. she would know 4,COO words, a pretty
large number even for a prodigy.
It is very evident that those who have not carefully studied
the subject very much underestimate the number of words a
child uses, or knows.
In this connection it may be well to call attention to the
announcement of a publishing house (B. F. Johnson Publish-
ing Company) to the effect that the first reader of a series they
publish contains only 493 words. The first book of the Lee
Readers (American Book Company) contains 497 words, ex-
clusive of a few proper names. The average first reader, it
will appear, contains practically 500 words. These the pupil
of six years is expected to know in addition to the hundreds
he knows that are not found in the first reader.
Helen Keller (61), deaf, dumb, and blind, was 6~ years old
when Miss Sullivan took charge of her. For- weeks she
learned words slowly, then began to learn them very rapidly.
After this awaking, in less than a month she knew 100 words;
in two months she knew 300 words; in six months, 600 words;
in twelve months, 900 words. She was still less than eight
years old. But in a year, with all her disadvantages, she had
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A STUDY OF VOCABUI.AJHBS.
learned 900 words, a larger number than many people would
credit to the child of average intelligence at that age with all
its faculties intact.
Robinson Crusoe, according to Kirkpatrick (63), contains
not fewer than five or six thousand words; yet, as he says,
children of ten to twelve years of age understand it.
VOCABUI,ARutS OF OI,DJtR PaoPI,a.
Dean Farrar stated, as quoted by Hale (47), that English
laborers carryon their conversation with not more than one
hundred words. This is a very improbable statement. Max
Muller (75) is authority for the statement that an English
clergyman (A. D. Orsey) declares that the laborers in his
parish did not use over three hundred words.
W. R. Baird (6) gives the number of words of each part of
speech needed by a tourist in a foreign country, the total num-
ber being 650. This is intended to indicate merely what a
traveller can barely get along with, and does not represent the
vocabularies of the people among whom he travels.
One of the New York papers made the statement that a
business man's vocabulary, that is, the words actually needed
for business dealings, includes 3,500 words. With the help of
a teacher of commercial branches, I counted the words found
in a large number of business letters. pertaining to many kinds
of business. We found over three thousand words, yet I could
readily call to mind scores of words, especially the names of
articles of merchandise, not found in our list from the letters.
This number would be sufficient, no doubt, for anyone kind of
business; but if one includes the names of all the principal
articles of commerce, it is necessary to double this number.
Perhaps no estimate of the vocabularies of different classes
has been more often quoted than that of George P. Marsh. A
few of his errors especially have become current. Some thirty
years ago he made the following statements (71), which were
in some respects mere guesses. ..Few writers or speakers use
as many as ten thousand words, ordinary persons of fair in-
telligence not above three thousand or four thousand. If a
scholar were required to name without examinatioa, the au-
thors whose English vocabulary was the largest, he would
probably specify the all-embracing Shakespere, and the all-
knowing Milton. And yet in all the works of the great dram-
atist, there occur not more than 15,000 words, in the poems of
Milton not above 8,000. The whole number of Egyptian hie-
roglyphic symbols does not exceed 800. and the entire Italian
operatic vocabulary is said to be scarcely more extensive. "
In my own investigations I have had my results frequently
called in question by this reference to the vocabularies of Shake-
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406 A STUDY OF VOCABULARIES.
spere and Milton. Even if the statements were correct, few
people stop to think how the language has grown in the three
hundred years since Shakespere's day, and that it is barely pos-
sible some modern writers may have used as many words as he,
especially as they have written much more voluminously.
Most people have not acquainted themselves with the fact that
the year Shakespere died (1616) the first English dictionary
was published, and that it contained just 5,080 words. When
Milton died, 58 years later, the best English dictionary contained
only about 13,000 words. Of course, not all the words had
found a place in the dictionaries of that time; but we all know
that many thousands of words have beeu added to the lan-
guage, and now some of the dictionaries contain over three-
hundred thousand words. But these statements of Marsh have
been shown to be incorrect, and his estimates very much too
low. Dr. Edward S. Holden, who has given much attention
to the study of vocabularies, declares (55) that Shakespere
used over 24,000 words, basing his opinion on Mrs. Clarke's
concordance to Shakespere's works; and that Milton, accord-
ing to Cleveland's concordance, in his poems alone used II,-
377 words. The results of my own studies of a number of
authors, given below, support Holden's views.
I. By counting all the words in D. Barren Bright's Con-
cordance to the entire works of Tennyson, I found a total of
10,574, excluding all proper names not found in the diction-
ary. Only a few of his minor poems and only a few of his
translations are included in this Concordance. Hence this
does not include his entire vocabulary.
2. By a similar process, using John Neve's Concordance to
the poetical works of Cowper, I found II,284 words. This
Concordance includes only a few of his minor poems, and only
a few of his translations. No distinction is made between dif-
ferent parts of speech having the same spelling.
3. In John Bradshaw's Concordance to the poetical works
of Milton , there were 12,800 words. This does not include the
psalms and translations, or any of his prose works. No dis-
tinction is made between parts of speech having the same spell-
ing. This then falls far short of Milton's entire vocabulary.
Holden's figures are no doubt more nearly correct. His prose
works included with the poetical would add many more words
to the list.
4. The Lexical Concordance to the poetical works of Shel-
ley, by F. S. Ellis, includes, according to my counting, 15,959
words.
5. Dr. Edwin S. DuPoncot informs me that he has read all
of Victor Hugo's works in the French. He found in Notre
Dame, two volumes, over 27,000 words, and estimates that in
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A STUDY OF VOCABULARIES.
all his works there are 38,000 words. He arrived at these re-
sults by counting the words in the vocabularies appended to
each work.
These numbers are not incredibly large. If we had a list of
the words nsed by Dickens, Scott, and other voluminous
writers, we should no doubt reach similar results.
Holden many years ago made careful tests upon his own vo-
cabulary, using Webster's Unabridged Dictionary (Edition of
1852) to determine how many words he knew. As a result of
his count he found he knew 33,456 words. But as that old
edition of Webster contained little more than a third as many
words as the best dictionaries of the present, and certainly did
not contain all the words he knew, his estimate could be safely
doubled. Holden further shows (55) that certain men of
science know more than 25,000 names of animals or plants; and
quotes Dr. Asa Gray, the botanist, and Dr. Theo. Gill, the zo-
ologist, in support of his contention. The New York 'Times,
as quoted by the Pathfinder, Jan. 4, 1900, states that Rufus
Choate used I 1,700 words.
E. A. Kirkpatrick (63) found his own vocabulary to consist
of nearly 7°,000 words, as counted by the dictionary. He
further says that to read ordinary general reading one needs to
understand from six to ten thousand words. He estimates
that a citizen of the United States having a common school ed-
ucation would know 10,000 words; a well-read college graduate
and those who have pursued a university course, would know
from 20,000 to 100,000 words.
Several different authors agree in the statement that the vo-
cabularies of intelligent, cultured people, especially of literary
taste, contain from 25,000 to 3°,000 words. Whitney (I II)
puts it at 30,000. Some people know many more than this,
as I show by my own investigations on succeeding pages.
It is generally believed that the American Indians, and vari-
ous other tribes and races of people ranking as uncivilized or
partly civilized, have very limited vocabularies.
Chamberlain (20) is authority for the following statements
as to the number of words in the vocabularies of the primitive
tribes named, basing his statements upon the dictionaries of
Indian languages here included:
Navaho (Mathews, 1891), 10,000.
Cree (Vegreville, 1865-1879), 17,000.
Montagnais (Vegreville, 1891), 18,000.
Dakota (Riggs, 1852-188-), 20,000.
Cegiha (Dorsey, 188-), 20,000.
Blackfoot (Maclean, 1887), 25,000.
Tuskarora (Hewitt, 1886), 30,000.
Micmac (Rand, 1849'94), 30,000.
Yabgan (Bridges, 188-),40,000.
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408 A STUDY OF VOCABULARIBS.
Since, as the authors admit, these dictionaries are very in-
complete, these estimates, Chamberlain says, are probably too
small.
Dr. D. G. Brinton, a very high authority, says (II) the
Mexican vocabulary of Molina contains about 13,000 words,
and the Maya vocabulary of the convent of Motul has over 20,-
000. Yet these results are taken from old and very incomplete
dictionaries.
A. G. Morice (74) in his studies of Dene languages, says
the Carrier tribe vocabulary contains 150,000 verbal terms.
Dr. William T. Harris (52) says "the Chinese alphabet
having a separate sign for each word, has to be mastered by
an enormous effort of the memory, and that ten thousand of
these characters are necessary for graduating as a scribe."
RESULTS OF MY OWN TaSTS.
Having brought together in this brief and even fragmentary
manner the conclusions reached by numerous other writers as
a result of guesses, estimates, tests, and accurate counts, I wish
to put on record the results of the investigations I have made
during the last ten years. My work has been mainly upon a
class of persons not even referred to by any of the authors pre-
viously cited; namely, students in schools and colleges. In
fact, I have not seen a single reference to any investigations of
this kind.! My effort has been to ascertain, not the number of
words that have actually been used in oral or written speech,
but the number of words the persons knew or could use intelli-
gently. Hereafter the word vocabulary will be used exclusively
in this sense, unless otherwise stated. And my results have
been attained in every case by written or oral definitions. As
far as they go they are accurate and reliable, though certain
estimates and calculations have been based upon the work done,
in which the element of uncertainty may enter; but they are
not mere guesses. This explanation seems necessary, since
some of the results are a little startling to those who have not
looked into the matter.
As there seems to be some confusion in vocabulary tests as
to what constitutes a word, let it be understood I have followed
the dictionaries in this respect. I have counted what they
have counted, and I have included what they have included.
For example, the same word as to its spelling, may occur un-
der two or three parts of speech. The pronunciation of the
verb and noun is often different as in record, survey, perfume,
etc., and the meaning is often very different. In all cases I
have included all proper names included in the dictionary and
rejected all others. It seems necessary to have some standard
in this respect, and it has seemed best to me to follow the dic-
1 See reference to later papers, P.432.
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A STUDY OF VOCABULARIBS.
tionary implicitly. If other writers will do the same, some
ambiguity and confusion may be avoided in future. My later
investigatioll5 have all been based upon the Century and the
Standard dictionaries. Some of the earlier tests were based
upon Webster's International, the Academic, or the High-
School editions. My results as to the extent of vocabularies
are based upon oral or written definitions, generally of from
one thousand to several thousand words. Some conclusions as
to the differences with regard to sex were based upon a much
smaller number. All class tests were written. I selected all
the words on each page, except such unusual words as none
would know, and selected the pages either at random, or more
often, in a certain order, as every twenty-fifth or fiftieth page.
In some cases, especially in the public schools, these tests were
carried out by the aid of teachers in charge; yet in every case
such tests were written, and the papers graded by me. The
tests were mainly given in classes of from ten to thirty, and
averages for the class given; but a number of private oral
tests were also given of one person at a time.
CLASS TESTS.
1.1 In a village public school, Edmond, Oklahoma, the pu-
pils of the 6th, 7th, and 8th grades were tested carefully with
the following results for each class :
Grade of Age. No. in No.of l Words
class. Yr. Mon. class. Tests. defined.
6th, 13 I 10 132 4,192
7th, 13 4 II III 5,849
8th, I2 10 12 164 7,937
The 8th grade, it will be noted, averaged younger than the
7th, though they knew many more words. None of these
grades, perhaps, were up to the standard of city schools.
"Words defined" in the table signifies the average number
each member of the class could define.
2. In a village school in Arkansas the following results
were obtained.
Grade of No. in Age. Words
class. class. Yr. Mon. defined.
6th, 7 13 4 11,634
7th, 14 14 9 13,675
8th, 20 16 5 17,138
9th, 13 17 8 18,865
It will be seen that the pupils of this school are much older
1 The numbers prefixed to tests do not indicate the order in which
the tests were maile, bnt are simply for reference.
I The number of tests is found by adding all the tests taken by every
member of the class.
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410 A STUDY OF VOCABULARIRS.
than those of like grade in test No. I, and they were also
graded a little more rigidly; that is, pupils of corresponding
grades in No.2, had really done more work. In test No. I a
small school dictionary was used; in No.2, Webster's Inter-
national. In the second case the tests were given at intervals
for two or three months, and the pupils had frequent drills in
defining in connection with spelling lessons. These things
account in part for the fact that in one school the vocabularies
averaged more than twice as large as in the other.
3. The Oklahoma Normal School at Edmond, had a five-
year course of study. Tests were given for several weeks to
all my classes in connection with their English work, and
nearly all the students in the school were tested. I neglected
getting the ages, as this was the first test made. The pupils
from the first-year class were largely from the country and vil-
lage schools, and scarcely ranked with the first-year high
school pupils generally, though they were older.
Class.! Words defined.
rst year. 11,700
2d year, 15.400
Junior, 15,750
Middle, 19.400
Senior, 21,500
In these results certain small allowances are made for possi-
ble errors, and the records are given approximately. The
first-year students in this test are scarcely better than 6th year
public school pupils in No.2, though they were considerably
older. This is partly due to the fact also that, as in test No.
I a small school dictionary was used-Webster's High School
dictionary. The records of second-year, Middle, and Senior are
especially good.
INDIVIDUAL TESTS.
Having abandoned the class work, except for a comparison
of the sexes," I have made a great many private oral tests;'
that is, definitions were given orally and included from
five hundred to five thousand words each. The result was
arrived at, as in class records, by multiplying the average
number of words defined on each page by the whole number
of pages in the dictionary.
4. A little girl in Oklahoma, two years old, was observed
lIn this test. made ten years ago, I have retained only brief sum-
maries, and neglected to record the number in each class, but give the
average number of words defined by each pupil for what it may be
worth.
2 See pp. 414-426.
8 I formed the acquaintance of a parrot that could speak 59 words.
Gardner says that apes have a vocabulary of 25 or 30 words.
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for about two weeks and her words noted by members of the
family. They recorded only 161 words. It is not certain that
this included all the words she had used. As I knew the child
well, I felt sure her vocabulary was less than 200 words, as
she did not talk very well.
5. Pearl Beale, a little girl almost five years old (59 months),
knew on 100 pages of the Student's Standard Dictionary 171
words, an average of 1.7 I words to the page. This, multi-
plied by 814, the number of pages in the book, gives 1,391
words. While a very intelligent girl, her opportunities for
securing a large vocabulary had not been good. She spoke
German, but I did not test her German vocabulary.
6. Foster Brown, a boy nine years old, tested in the same
way, apparently knew 6,031 words. He was an unusually
bright boy in many respects, and had an excellent command
of language in conversation; but he had not been to school
much, and was in the third grade.
7. My own boy, Edwin B. Doran, at ten years of age could
define at least 10,000 words. He had read a good many books,
and associated largely with older people. When he was thir-
teen years old, having read at least a hundred books, and
having had one year of Latin and considerable practice in vo-
cabulary work, he could define about 18,000 words. This
statement may appear incredible to some, but it is based upon
extensive and careful tests.
8. A young lady 19 years old, who had not quite finished
the literary course in a young lady's seminary, tested by the
use of the Student's Standard Dictionary, apparently knew 20,-
537 words. But with one of the large dictionaries the result
would have been much higher.
9. A physician, in Little Rock, Ark., 30 years old, who
had not taken a college course, other than his medical course,
tested with the International Dictionary, knew 57,154 words.
Some tests have been made on the students of the James
Millikin University. While most of the tests were made by
classes to determine the effect of sex upon vocabulary, the fol-
lowing five were private tests more extensive than the others.
The Standard Dictionary was used. 1
10. Miss Alice Finfrock, second-year Academy, 23,100
words.
II. Miss Augustine Southworth, third-year Academy, 26,-
600 words.
IBy the kindness of President A. R. Taylor, I had opportunity to
test, in addition to members of my own classes, representative stu-
dents and classes from all departments of the university, though for
lack of time I did not make as complete an investigation as I wished.
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12.
words.
13. Mr. E. J. Witzemann, Junior, college, 40,681 words.
14. Mr. E. A. Meserve, Junior, college, 53,130.
Most of these, perhaps all of them, ranked above the average
of the class, as far as I was able to test the members of the
class. These. all took other tests in class, the results of which
are not included in these records. Mr. Welch's record is
especially good, as he is still in the academy department.
Mr. Meserve so far, heads the list. Probably few, if any, in
the university could surpass him. But Miss Finfrock's record,
considering the fact that she is only 14 years old, is remarkably
good. These five had nearly the same list of words, some more
than others. The largest number of words given was about
4,000. A further discussion of these results will be found in
the latter part of this paper.
The following are recent individual tests made upon young
people in Jackson, Miss. The figures given are estimates based
upon a list of nearly two thousand words. All had the same
words, except that a few missed some of the tests.
Name. Age.
yr. m,
Sallie Ligon, 14 8 11,340
Emily Harper, II 9 12,516
Mollie Smith, 15 8 14,595
Elain Ward, 13 3 18,753
Osborn Young, 12 8 22,722
Archie Owen, 13 3 26,376
Minter Gant, 12 9 28,480
These results, especially for the last three, are very high.
These three boys have very remarkable vocabularies,' ranking
with advanced college students whom I have tested on some of
the same words.
IS. The best vocabulary I have ever found, so far as any
extensive test has been made, is that of Miss Rosa Rhee Kevil
(now Mrs. A. F. Crider, whose husband is State geologist of
Mississippi). She spent some months in Decatur last fall and
I had opportunity to make a very full and careful test. The
result of the test showed she could define 92,161 words. A
careful test was made on three different occasions. While there
was considerable variation from page to page as to the number
of words defined, yet taking the results of each test separately
the averages were almost the same, varying less than half of
one per cent. As in perhaps every test given, the record ofthe
first part of the test was the lowest.
16. It will not be amiss, I trust, for me to put on record
some tests upon my own vocabulary, as several other writers
have done. Ten years ago, when I first became interested in
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Danish, 3,000
Sanskrit, 2,000
Anglo-Saxon, 2,000
Hebrew, 1,000
All others, 3,000
Total, 302,000
These estimates seem most remarkable, and to some, no doubt,
incredible. It does not at first seem possible that anyone man
could know 300,000 words. But since Dr. Du Poncot speaks
some ofthe modern languages as fluently as he speaks English,
though born in the United States, it is not strange that his
vocabularies in those languages should be almost as large as his
English vocabulary. For example, he has won no little renown
in lecturing in Spanish to Spanish-speaking people. His esti-
mate of his English vocabulary is certainly not unreasonable.
We often see the statement that the modern languages in
general have a much smaller number of words than English;
but Dr. R. J. Kellogg, head of the modern language depart-
ment of the James Millikin University, recently informed me
that in his opinion such languages as the French, the German,
A STUDY OF VOCABUliAIUUS.
the subject, I made a pretty extensive test of my own knowledge
of words, using the Century Dictionary. The result of the test
showed I could define about 84,000 words. But I feel sure
I have outgrown that. I noticed especially in Miss Kevil's
test that I could define many words she could not. Hence
I feel that I am not immodest in estimating my vocabulary
at 100,000 words. Though the test with the dictionary
did not show this, it is borne out by the fact that I know thous-
ands of words not found in anyone dictionary. For a number
of years I have been making a study of the common, or vernac-
ular, names of animals, especially of Vertebrates and Insects.
In this study it is necessary to know both the techuical and the
vernacular names. By a careful consultation of the diction-
aries with reference to all these names, I believe I know four
or five thousand technical and vernacular names in Zoology
alone which are not found in any dictionary. Botany and other
sciences add many more to the list.
17. But I wish to put on record another case, in some re-
spects the most remarkable of all. My friend, Edwin S.
DuPoncot, Ph. D., of the Utah State Normal School, is a com-
paratively young man, but a language expert. He has a work-
ing knowledge of more than twenty languages. He has given
a good deal of attention to the number of words in the various
languages, and to his vocabulary in each. At my request he
has furnished the following estimates of the number of words
he knows in the several languages:
English, 70,000 Portuguese, 15,000
French, 5°,000 Old French, 10,000
German, 45,000 Greek, 10,000
Spanish, 35,000 Old H. Ger., 5,000
Italian, 25,000 Norwegian, 3,000
Latin, 20,000 Swedish, 3,000
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A STUDY OF VOCABULARIES.
and the Spanish have practically as many words as the English;
for there is scarcely a word in English that does not have its
equivalent in those languages, and every thought of an English-
man may be expressed by a German, a Frenchman, or a
Spaniard.
But we should remember that the 300,000 words noted do
not represent as many different ideas, since many of them are
mere translations of the same word, though often, of course,
with some variation in meaning. At any rate, this is a very
remarkable vocabulary.
In a recent article in the Popular Science Monthly (5 a),
Prof. E. H. Babbitt gives the following estimate of his own
vocabulary, counting all compounds given in the dictionary:
English, 65,000 Italian, 22,000 Old Norse, II,OOO
German, 58,000 Latin, 18,000
Danish, 52,000 Spanish, 16,000 Total, 285,000
French, 30,000 Greek, 13,000
He says these may be reduced to twenty or thirty thousand
actual roots.
THE RELATION OF SEX TO VOCABULARY.
We may now look at the matter from an altogether different
point of view. In recent years a number of works have ap-
peared on the mental and physical characteristics of the sexes.
Ellis (33), Thompson (101 a), Thorndike (l0S), and a number
of others, have enumerated hundreds of differences between the
sexes in the various stages of maturity. But few publications
have appeared as to the differences in the sexes in regard to
vocabularies; in fact, almost nothing except the studies of
concepts of children; and most authors who have written on
the vocabularies of children have laid little stress upon the sub-
ject of sex, and in many cases the sex was not even given, the
word child being used. The following pages are offered as in
some sense supplying this gap in our knowledge of sex.
I have asked many people their opinion as to which sex has
the better vocabulary. In nearly every case the female is
credited with a more extensive vocabulary than the male. But
the results, of my studies are not very favorable to this opinion.
Reworking the material in Table I (page 402), I have pre-
sented the records of each sex separately, as far as the sexes are
known; in Table II (p. 415), the boys' vocabularies, and in
Table III (p. 416), the girls' vocabularies. These two tables
give 48 records of the boys and 63 records of the girls, ages
ranging from 8 months to 72 months. The average number of
words for the 48 boys is 531.4; for the 63 girls, 404.3. This
seems to favor the boys, but considering the ages, we find the
boys average 27 months; the girls, 23 months. Hence the
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A STUDY OF VOCABULARUtS.
boys average four mouths older. Ten of the girls, or 15.8 per
cent., are over 24 months old, while 20 of the boys, or 41.6 per
cent., are over 24 months old. There are only two or three
periods in which there are enough of each to enable one to
arrive at any definite conclusion. At the age of 24 months,
there are eight boys with an average of 367.2 words and 16
girls with an average of 573.1 words, thus giving the girls an
excess of 206 words, or 56. I per cent. At 30 months there are
five boys with an average of 838 words, and three girls with an
average of 1,109.3 words, an excess of 30.9 per cent. As there
are so few of any age except 24 months, about all we are war-
TABL:It II.
Vocabularies of Boys. (48.)
Age. I Number of Words, and References.
Months. No. Ref. No. Ref. No. Ref. No. Ref. No. Ref. Ave. Notes.
--------
------------------
8 I 5Ia 51 a. Ref. (SI) in thista b Ie refers to the9 1 51 I same boy at different10 3 51 3 ages.
II 12 51 12 Age uncertain.12 4 1°7 8107 20b 107 24 51 17 3° 14·6 b.
13 38 51 38 c. Ref. J40) in this
14 58 51 58 table in icates the
IS 106 51 106 same boy at differentages.16 199 51 199
17 232 51 232 d. Same boy at dif·
18 113 40C 60 3a 86,5 ferent ages. Noted al·so in (20) and (S3).
19 115 30 144 1°7 129 .5
22 377 4° 377 e. Pres. :It.D. Mur·
23 489 4° 489
daugh.
24-{ 50 82 115 42 139 107 173 42 285 107} 367. 2397 82 729 40 1050 41
25 832 4° 83226 923 40 923
27 1°79 40 1079
28 667 107 1101 40 884
29 1187 40 1187
3° 327 1°7 480 110 751 41 1432 4° 1200 3a 838
32 642 88d 642
41 837 44 837
45 1009 44 1009
60 830 e 1600 44 1600107 1567 44 [399. 2
66 1528 88d 1528
72 960 e 960
--
AV.27 531.4
ranted in saying is that at that age the girls studied have an
excess of more than 50 per cent. over the boys. The 10 boys
also aged 2S to 30 months averaged 887 words, while the 7
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TABLJ~ III.
Vocabularies of Girls. (63.)
Number of Words and References.
Mos. No. Ref. No. Ref. No. Ref. No. Ref. No. Ref. Ave. Notes.
----------------
------
10 3 40 3
12 10 40 I 3a 5·5
13 22 4° 22
14 10 100 5° 4° 30
IS 4 400 60 44 65 92 75 4° 51 (40) refers to the16 9 40a 89 40 75 3a 54·3 first girl and (......)
17 18 40a 35 107 151 40 348 92 138 to the second girl
18 74 120 33 40a 80 44 144 3° 233 4° Il2.8
at different age•.
19 83 40a 281 40 132 b. Lowest of 8
20 2°4 40a 374 40 289 girls
21 177 107 369 40a 579 4° 758 92 47°·7 c. Same girl at
22 28 107 69 107 465 40a 665 4° 306,7 different ages.
23 136 107 612 40a 710 40 486 d. Same girl at
r 36 107 l73 b 81 263 107 399 56 399 81 ~ different ages.
24 I 400C 41 486 56 487 81 500 44 578 42 573. 1~ 614d 42 I121 58 II76d 42 1212 3a e. Same girl at
L 741 40a 783 40 different ages.
25 250 107 25° f. Estimated.
27 171 107
1
lO32 40a 601·5
28 451 1°7 451
30 769c 41 1050 26 1509 40a Il09·3
32 642e 53 642
66 152ge 53 1529
__~~{ooof 18 2000
I --AV.23 404·3 Av.
girls for the same period averaged 747 words; and the 19 boys
over 24 months averaged 1,022 words, while the 10 girls for the
same period averaged 940 words. But the 3 girls over 30
months averaged 1,390, and the 9 boys over 30 months averaged
only I, 175 words. Hence, without further information, we are
not warranted in saying which has the better vocabulary after
the 24th month, though it is probable that further investigation
will show the girls surpass the boys up to the fifth or sixth year.
Reconsidering class test No. I, p. 409, the Edmond, Okla.,
public school, and arranging as to sexes, the following results
are obtained:
Boys.
Grade. No. pupils. Age. No tests. Words.
6th, 5 12 9 66 4.783
7th, 6 13 I 66 6,553
8th, 2 12
°
28 8,210
GIRLS.
6th, 5 13 4 66 3,985
7th, 4 13 7 45 5,745
8th, 10 13 8 136 7.736
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COMPARISON.
6th, boys 5 months younger, knew 798 more words.
8th)" 6 If " II 808 H CC
8th," 20" .. .. 574" ..
These results are rather remarkable. Though the boys
averaged more than 10 months younger, they knew 1I.9 per
cent. more words. The boys of the 8th grade (only two) were
younger than any other class, but they knew more than twice
as many words as the girls of the 6th grade, who were 20
months older.
19. Reworking the material of the Arkansas public school
(No.2, p. 409) the following are the results as to the sexes:
6th grade, girls 9 months older, defined II per cent. more words.
7th" " I U younger, " 16" u " "
8th" 16 " 24" ..
9th H U 21 u " "18"" u "
All .. 3 " "IS""""
This test seems as conclusive in favor of the girls as the last
was in favor of the boys. The test includes 44 girls and 22
boys. The girls were very much better students than the boys.
20. Returning to the test of the students of the Oklahoma
Normal School (No.3, p. 410) I present the following com-
parison of the sexes. 1
First-year boys knew 4 per cent. more words.
Second-year," " II" " " u
Junior, " 21 " "u
Middle, "20"
Senior, ~ ,.
All classes .. II "
This seems very conclusive in favor of the young men. The
senior class had only two young men and four young ladies.
The other classes were much larger.
The results of other tests are given in more condensed form.
21. About 50 students, nearly equally divided as to sex, in
the Kansas Normal School, at Fort Scott, were tested. The
young men averaged 2 months younger, and knew 10 per cent.
more words.
22. In the Clinton Normal School, Clinton, Mo., about 20
students of each sex were tested. The young men averaged
14 months younger, but knew 7 per cent. more words.
In Kay County, Oklahoma, Summer Normal, lasting four
weeks, tests were made upon two classes of teachers (a first-
grade class and a second-grade class), about 25 teachers in
each class, with the following results:
23. First-grade teachers, 6 male, 20 female; the young
men were" years younger, but knew I I per cent. more words.
1 In this and a number of the following tests the actual ages were not
obtained.
2
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418 A STUDY OF VOCABULARIES.
24. Second-grade teachers,S male, 20 female; the young
men were 2.6 years older, and knew 30 per cent. more words.
25. In the Oklahoma County, Okla., Summer Normal,
lasting four weeks, a test was made on 72 teachers, 26 male,
46 female. The young men knew 26 per cent. more words.
26. A rather limited test was made upon a dozen students
of the Century Normal College, Ky. The girls were 10 months
younger and knew 5 per cent. more words.
27. In McEwen College, Tenn., 14 students of the same
class were tested, 8 boys, 6 girls; the girls knew 10 per cent.
more words. In another class of 7 girls and 2 boys, the girls
knew about 50 per cent. more words. The boys were behind
the class, but about the same age.
Recent tests were made upon the students of the James
Millikin University; but the results were not very satisfactory,
because the tests were too few, and not many students were
reached in some classes. However, as there was no time for
further tests, I present this, as in some respects the most un-
satisfactory of the records made in this paper. An eight-year
curriculum is provided; four years in the academy, and four
years in the college. As far as possible I give the results of
each class, showing the per cent. of excess one sex had over
the other.
28. First-year Academy, the young men knew 89 per cent.
more words than the young ladies; only one-third as many
young ladies took the tests.
29. Second-year Academy, the young men knew 30 per
cent. more words.
30. Third-year Academy, the young ladies knew 29 per
cent. more words.
31. Fourth-year Academy, only one young lady took the
test, but she made a lower record than the lowest among the
young men, and they averaged 50 per cent. higher than her
record.
32. Freshman class, the young ladies average 13 per cent.
higher; but nearly twice as many ladies took the test.
33. Sophomore class, about four times as many young ladies
as young men took the test. The young ladies averaged one-
fourth of one per cent. better.
34. Only a few juniors of either sex were examined, but the
young men averaged 21 per cent. higher.
35. Only three seniors took any of the tests, hence no value
can be attached to the results. The one young lady did a little
better than the average of the two yonng men.
The honors seem nearly equally divided. In five of the
classes the young men were ahead, in the others the young
ladies made the better record. But some of these records are
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A STUDY OF VOCABUI,ARIJlS.
nearly valueless, as stated above, because so few tests were
given, and so few took some of the tests. Putting all classes
together, the results are more satisfactory, as that makes eight
times as many tests, or eight times as many students in the
tests, as the average for each class. Summed up in this way,
the young men of all classes averaged I I per cent. higher than
the young ladies. Then taking the average advancement of
all the students, the young men averaged 3.3 years in school,
the young ladies 4.2 years. This shows, therefore, the young
ladies tested were nearly a year more advanced than the young
men; yet the young meu made, on the whole, decidedly the
better record. Moreover, it happened, I believe in every test,
taking all the young men together of all grades, and the young
ladies of all grades, the young men made the better record.
This is significant as being based upon the same list of words.
A series of tests were made upon the children of the Jackson,
Miss., public schools. Supt. E. L. Bailey and several of the
teachers very kindly aided in carrying out the investigations.
My work was confined to the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh
grades of white schools. and sixth, seventh, and eighth grades
of colored schools. These are the only tests, as far as I know,
that have ever been made upon children in the negro schools.
I hope to extend these investigations to other negro schools,
but not in time to include the results in this paper.
A list of twenty words was submitted to the pupils in all
these rooms on the same day, under the direction of the
teachers; the meanings of these words were written. The
papers were graded by myself on a scale of 100 per cent.; that
is, each correct answer was marked 5, and partially correct
answers from 4 to I.
In order to verify certain results, especially in the colored
schools. a second list of twenty words was submitted to all the
rooms before tested in the negro schools, and to the sixth
grade in the white schools. This list, taken from a magazine,
consisted of seven nouns, five verbs, four adjectives, and four
adverbs, aud the pupils were required to define them in accord-
ance with the parts of speech. As the records of the two
tests were essentially alike, they are combined in the results
here given. The ages were taken in years and months.
In some of my earliest tests, several years ago, only correct
answers were marked, while a little later credit was given for
partly correct answers, though not so fully as in these tests.
36. White schools, first test.
4th Grade, 16 boys and 17 girls; the girls were 4 months
older, and knew 15.8 per cent. more words.
5th Grade (a), 16 boys and 16 girls; the boys were 4.2
months older, and knew 4. I per cent. more words.
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5th Grade (b), 6 boys and 12 girls; the boys were 9.5 months
older, and knew 4.9 per cent. more words.
6th Grade, 29 boys and 12 girls; the girls were 1.5 months
younger, and knew 3/10 per cent. more words.
7th Grade, 18 boys and 25 girls; the girls were. 5 months
younger, and knew 14. I per cent. more words. Averaging,
the boys were 8 months older, and knew 3.5 per cent. more
words. The average includes 16 girls, 6th grade, in another
room, making a total of 85 boys and 98 girls.
37. Colored schools, first test.
6th Grade, 8 boys and 16 girls; the boys were 8.5 months
younger, and knew 1.3 per cent. more words.
7th Grade, 3 boys and 14 girls; the boys were 9.5 months
older, and knew 4 per cent. more words.
8th Grade, 8 boys and 5 girls; the girls were 13.6 months
older, and knew 3.2 per cent. more words.
Averaging, 19 boys and 35 girls; the boys were 2.3 months
younger, and knew 3.7 more words.
Averaging, white and colored, 104 boys and 132 girls; the
boys were 8 months younger, and knew 5.8 per cent. more
words.
38. A summary of both tests combined.
White schools, II4 boys, 109 girls.
The boys averaged 2.2 months younger, and knew 5.8 per
cent. more words.
39. Colored schools, 39 boys. 76 girls (both tests combined).
The boys were 11.5 months younger, and knew .3 per cent.
more words.
A comparison of the vocabularies of the white and negro
children would no doubt be of considerable interest, but I find
some people object to any comparison of this kind. On the
same principle, of course, one could object to a comparison
between native and foreign-born children, or Southern and
Northern children. I have no sentiment, nor even any opin-
ion, to express in the matter; I present a few facts, the result
of my investigations.
But as the tests were not applied to corresponding grades
entirely in the two schools (4th to 7th in the white, and 6th to
8th in the colored), I shall compare only the 6th and 7th
grades of each, giving averages.
40. The 137 white children, both sexes, were 13 years and
2.5 months old, and defined 85 per cent. of the words; the 85
negro children, both sexes, were 14 years and 10 months old,
and defined 83.5 per cent. of the words; or, the white children
of the two grades were 19.5 months younger, and knew 1.8
per cent. more words.
Probably few people would expect the negro children to
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make so good a record. While they average nearly two years
older, Supt. E. L. Bailey informs me the grades in the two
schools do not correspond exactly; that is, the 6th grade in the
white schools is a little more advanced than the 6th grade in
the negro school. But this only adds to our surprise that the
vocabularies of the negro children are so high. It should be
stated, however. that the pupils in the colored schools had been
drilled upon definitions, especially on prefixes and suffixes, and
this particular school, without doubt, ranks above the average
negro school even in the cities of the south.
The 6th grade in the white school, in charge of Miss Duling,
had also had special drills of the same kind, and made a re-
markably high record, the highest of any corresponding grade
I have ever tested, and considerably higher than the 7th grade
in the Jackson school.
41. I present lastly a study of the vocabularies of 139 pu-
pils in the negro schools of Meridian, Miss. 1 The second list
of twenty words submitted in the Jackson public schools was
used with these pupils, so that the results of the same grades
are readily comparable. I give a brief summary of each class.
3d grade, 18 boys and 27 girls: the girls were 9.6 months
younger, and defined 10.6 per cent. more words.
4th grade, II boys and 29 girls: the girls were 5.1 months
younger, and defined 6.8 per cent. more words.
5th grade, 4 boys and 19 girls: the girls were 16 months
older, and defined 8.5 per cent. more words.
6th grade, 7 boys and 24 girls: the girls were 8.3 months
younger, and defined ?( per cent. more words.
Combining all grades, we get the following results: 40 boys
were 12 years 8.9 months old, and defined 47.9 per cent. of
the words. 99 girls were 12 years and 4.9 months old and de-
fined 60.2 per cent. of the words. In all grades, therefore,
the girls were four months younger, and defined 25.7 per cent.
more words. This large per cent. in favor of the girls over the
boys is partly due to the fact that the boys were more numer-
rous in the lower grades.
Comparing the Jackson and Meridian negro schools, the
records are not greatly different.
6th grade, the only one that permits comparison, 6 Jackson
boys were 14 years, 6.5 months old, and defined 77.8 words.
7 Meridian boys were 14 years 5.1 month old, and defined 81.3
words. The II jackson girls of this grade were I2 years 3.8
months old, and defined 99 per cent. of the words; while the
24 Meridian girls were 13 years 8.8 months old, and defined
11 wish to acknowledge the aid of Supt. J. C. Pant in making this
test.
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42 2 A STUDY OF VOCABULARIES.
81.5 per cent. of the words. The Jackson girls were 17 months
younger than the Meridian girls, yet defined 22 per cent. more
words.
SUMMARY OF SEX TESTS.
The reader by this time is no doubt very much' 'at sea," and
nothing definite seems to have been arrived at. But by recall-
ing all the facts in the case three very definite and rather sur-
prising facts are brought out.
First, it is very probable from all information at hand that
up to the fourth or fifth year the girls know or use more words
than the boys.
But what can we say of all subsequent ages or classes? In
the majority of cases the boys knew more words than the girls.
Reviewing tests Nos. IS to 40, it will be seen examinations
have been made in I I schools (including teachers' summer
normals), and all together 34 classes have been tested sepa-
rately, if we include some of the very incomplete tests in the
James Millikin University. Of the eleven schools tested as
to sex, males made the higher record in eight of them. Con-
sidering the 34 classes, males made the better record in 22, in
addition to the fact that in the Jackson schools the boys made
the highest total averages in the white schools, negro schools,
and white and negro combined.
Considering the geographical distribution of the schools, it
will appear that seven of the eight schools in which males
made the better record are in the North, except those in Okla-
homa, which is really more northern than southern as to popu-
lation; that is, many more of its settlers come from tbe north
than from the south. Note again that all those schools, ex-
cept one, in which the young ladies made the better record
are in the South. From all my observations and tests, from
an extensive experience as a teacher both north and south, I
feel warranted, therefore, in drawing two more conclusions:
Second, in northern schools the male students in the same
classes or of the same age know more words than the female
students.
Third, in southern schools the female students in the same
class or of the same age generally know more words than the
male students. This is not true in the Jackson schools, which
is the only exception I have found.
Several other incomplete tests, the data from which are not
included in this report, tend to a confirmation of these very un-
expected results.
In this connection the careful and extended experiments of
Dr. G. Stanley Hall (49), to determine the contents of child-
ren's minds on entering school, are especially interesting. Of
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the various concepts upon which the children were tested he
found that the boys knew more of three-fourths of the concepts
than the girls.
The easy and widely diffused concepts are commonest among
the girls, the -harder and more special or exceptional ones are
commonest among boys. The girls clearly excelled in, name
and calling of father, thunder-shower, oak, dew, Botanical
Garden, rainbow, hail, potato-field, moon, square, circle, and
a few others. The girls also excelled in fairy tales, while the
boys excelled in religious concepts. In the Boston schools he
found the girls excelled in knowledge of the parts of the body,
home, and family; and that their stories were more imagina-
tive. But their power to sing and articulate correctly from
dictation was distinctly less than that of the boys, as well as
their acquaintance with numbers.
The author gives in this discussion the experiments of Dr.
K. Lange on 500 city children and 300 country children. The
girls had seen, heard, and experienced less of sixteen out of
seventeen subjects.
In the Kansas City schools the boys knew more of 34 ques-
tions out of 49 than the girls. The Irish children were behind
the American children, but the Irish girls decidedly outrank
the Irish boys.
He gives also the tests at Annaberg schools by Hartman on
660 boys and 652 girls with 100 questions; ages sf to 6\ years.
The girls excelled in 56 questions, the boys in 38. The girls
also excelled the boys in marks the first three years. The sixth
year the boys were distinctly ahead.
Monroe (61) in testing the perception of school children se-
cured results which seem to differ somewhat from the results
just recorded. Hesubmitted cancelled two-cent postage-stamps
to 2,191 children, directing them to write an account of the
stamp. Returns were made by 985 boys and 1,206 girls, ages
ranging from 7 to 17 years. The following are his conclusions:
"Sex differences are the most marked feature of the study.
It will be noted that in all the essential lines of observation the
girls lead the boys j they not only tell more about the stamp,
but in many instances their observation shows a higher order
of intellectual discrimination. They seem to surpass the boys
in their knowledge of the postage stamp; and they certainly
surpass the boys in their ability to tell what they know about
the stamp."
Professor Barnes asks in this connection, "Does this apparent
superiority of the girls mean that they are better observers than
the boys, more studious than the boys, or have better powers
of expression than the boys? II
Unfortunately we are not informed as to average age of the
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boys and girls. It is possible the girls were older and more
advanced than the boys. We cannot assume they were of the
same age, or that equal or proportionate numbers of each were
taken from the same classes. In nearly all my tests the girls
averaged older than the boys.
Chambers sent out to the teachers of Minnesota, to be sub-
mitted to their pupils, the following words: monk, peasant,
emperor, armor, nation, school. (The same words used by
Prof. Earl Barnes (8) in England and the Eastern States.)
He got papers from 2,922 pupils; ages, 6 to 18; boys, 1,365;
girls, 1,567; American born, boys 419, girls 494; foreign born,
boys 946; girls 1,063. The author says that as to sex the
girls excel the boys both as to correct and partially correct
answers, and adds: "Is not this what we should expect?
Girls are everywhere more attentive to details and distinctions
than are boys. The common interests of their lives centre
more about little things," etc.
This is not what I have been led to expect for pupils of all
ages, as is shown by the results of most of my tests. How-
ever, it is worthy of note that 68.7 per cent. of the pupils were
foreign born, and as it is shown in the Kansas City schools
(26) that the Irish girls, that is, those of Irish parentage in
most cases, were decidedly superior to the Irish boys of the
same age, this may be trne of other foreigners; and as there
were more than twice as many of foreign birth as of American
birth, the foreigners would easily control the results as to sex,
and decide the test in favor of the girls. It would be interest-
ing to know the results of each class, foreign and native, sep-
arately as to sex.
The American children of Minnesota were like the American
children of Kansas City, decidedly superior to the foreign in
the tests made. The author says: ·'It is altogether probable
that this difference is due less to race characteristics than to
home customs. Studies of children's vocabularies prior to
school age show clearly that children of cultured American
parents use correctly a much larger number of words than
children of American parents of less culture." It is pointed out
that the investigations of Miss Dismorr, in London, in schools
attended by children of laborers and small shop-keepers and
schools attended by children of the middle classes showed that
the children of the latter were far superior in their knowledge
of words.
All these results except the last are in harmony with my
conclusions as to vocabularies. Up to a certain age, about the
5th or 6th year, the girls are decidedly superior to the boys, but
after that time the boys are as distinctly superior to the girls.
In Dr. Hall's tests, made the first year the children were in
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school, the ages of none, perhaps, were less than six years. In
Hartmann's tests some were under six, and the girls were
!lhead; but after six the reverse was true. But a striking fact
IS that among the Irish children the girls were ahead even after
six. This anomaly as to nationality is similar to the peculi-
arity found as to geographical variation, and both suggest a
fruitful field for further inquiry.
It is not unusual that one sex surpasses the other in certain
characteristics or attainments at one period of life, while the
conditions may be reversed at another stage. In the tests upon
the perceptions of children by Monroe, referred to above, there
are several illustrations of this. In studying the postage
stamp eight points were noted: color, portrait, substance, form,
use, perforation, size, and cancellation. Concerning two of these
the girls surpassed the boys at all ages, while the boys were
superior at all ages as to one point. Concerning five points
the girls were superior at an early age but lost to the boys at a
later period, but in one of these the boys fell behind the girls
again. The ages at which these changes occurred were from
9 to 16, but mostly from 14 to 16. In the one case in which
the boys surpassed all the time, there was a sudden increase in
gain at IS years.
GENERAL CoNSIDERATIONS.
The foregoing statements based upon the investigations made
by myself and others require some further discussion and re-
statement. The statement of a fact should be accompanied by
a reason for the fact. or an explanation of the fact, unless the
matter be entirely plain to all.
THE INFLUENCE OF SEX.
During the first five or six years of child-life why should girls
use more words, or know more words, or have a greater num-
ber of concepts than boys? After this period why should the
conditions be almost universally reversed? Why should we
find an exception to the rule south of the Ohio River? Why
should we find another exception in the case of the Irish chil-
dren, as brought out by Hall? Why, in short, should sex, or
climate, or nationality, or geographical distribution, have any
bearing upon the superiority or more rapid development of one
sex over the other? It is not easy to answer all these questions.
As to sex,-it is generally conceded that the girls develop
more rapidly in infancy. as is shown by the preceding tables.
Boys talk but little under 24 months. This will account for
the superior vocabularies of the girls during the first few years;
but as the girls continue to mature more rapidly than the boys,
this will not account for the fact that the boys generally sur-
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pass them as to extent of vocabulary after they have reached
the school age, as shown by my experiments and Dr. Hall's.
And what makes the matter still more remarkable is, that in
nearly all my investigations, taking pupils, students, or teach-
ers of the same class or grade. the males were younger, some-
times very much younger. This comparative meagerness of
the vocabulary of the "gentler sex" seems in direct coutrast
to the popular opiniou that girls, or young women, are better
talkers. or have a certain fluency of speech not possessed by
the' 'sterner sex." But this does not imply that woman has
a better choice of words. Her proverbial "last word" in the
argument may be only a repetition of the first word. The num-
ber of words necessary for polite and even animated conversa-
tion is very small,-a few thousand at most. A much more
extensive vocabulary is required for public address. This is
the reason, perhaps, that men are generally better speakers
than women; and the reason I may say, in passing, that some
men may appear fairly well in conversation, but cannot succeed
as public speakers.
WHY MAN HAS THlt BltTTltR VOCABULARY.
I use the term man somewhat generically, so that it includes
the boy. After children have reached the age of four or
five years, the boy is out of doors more than the girl. He sees
more, hears more, and seems to take more interest in the affairs
of the great world in which he lives. He asks thousands of
questions, he pries into the secrets of nature. In this way he
gets many more ideas than the girl who spends most of her
time in playing with her dolls and talking doll-language, which
requires only a very meager vocabulary. Thus, the first one or
two years spent largely out of doors has brought up the lim-
ited vocabulary of the small boy to that of the girl of his age.
He continues his method of life, on the street, in the field or
shop, still the great irrepressible question-asker. The girl, a
little later, may go into "society" more, she may read more
books, especially more fairy-tales or light novels; but these do
not animate her as do the blood-curdling stories of adventure
that the boy delights in. At a little later period he reads the
daily or weekly newspaper more than she does, and becomes
acquainted with the parlance of politics, commerce, and the
affairs of the world generally. This, I think, is sufficient to
account for his knowing more words than girls of the same age.
EXCltPTIONS TO THlt RULlt.
Having arrived at a somewhat satisfactory reason for the
two contentions, that during the periods of childhood below
the school age the girls know more words than the boys, and
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that after that time the reverse is true, how shall we account
for the apparent fact that in the South the girls continue to
have the better vocabulary during the entire public school
course, as shown by most of my experiments; and that the
Irish girls know more words than the Irish boys, at least dur-
ing the first years of school, as shown by the investigations in
the Kansas City schools? I should call attention to the fact,
perhaps, that the Kansas City test was one of concepts rather
than words; but, while one may have concepts which he has
not succeeded in naming, I think, in general. there will be found
substantial agreement as to the comparative number of words
and concepts, as I hope to show later.
Perhaps as to the cause of these two apparent exceptions I
should do myself credit by simply saying, I do not know; but
I am unwilling to let it go at that.
Having lived and taught many years in the South I have
come to the conclusion that the southern boy is more polite,
genteel, and docile than the northern boy; but he is less virile,
less versatile. I should not say he is more feminine, but less
ruggedly masculine. Hence he differs somwhat as to the quali-
ties of his maleness, so to speak. I say this, though mindful
of certain characteristics that develop later in life in the south-
ener, The traits of character less dominant in the boy under
the sunnier skies are the very ones that have made the boys
of the north more bold, aggressive, and interrogatory, and
have caused them to pick up more words than their sisters.
On the other hand, the southern girl is more precocious,
more daring, more animated than her cousins across the Ohio.
She sees more of out-door life, and is freer from the trammels
of the nursery. She develops earlier than the boy, and con-
tinues to beat him on his own ground, for a number of years.
Without detracting from her charms, her femaleness is less
feminine in her early years. I believe these characteristics are
sufficiently marked to account for the differences I have noted.
Having had the opportunity of observing the Irish a good
deal in school work, I have noticed that the Irish boy is slow
and plodding. The proverbial Irish wit evidently developed late
in the history of the race, and, speaking as a biologist, it is
likely to develop late in the life of the individual. The boy in
his native isle develops slowly and the mind is sluggish. These
characteristics apply to the girl somewhat also; but in common
with other girls she develops faster than the boy, and on ac-
count of the tardy quickening of his mental powers, he is a
longer time in catching up with his sisters than is the Ameri-
can boy. If information were at hand, we would no doubt find
that the boy at a little later period gathers himself together,
and widens his scope of knowledge, so that he comes to know
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more words than girls of the same age. I do not think the
characteristics peculiar to the southern boy and girl apply to
the Irish children.
How TO SnCURR A GOOD VOCABULARY.
The word good may be used in a broad and comprehensive
sense to include not only an extensive vocabulary, but a well-
selected vocabulary, jnst as a good library should contain not
only many books, but good and wholesome books.
The vocabulary of the child depends very much upon the
home. The child in the home of refinement and culture will
certainly gather up more words and get more ideas-and the
two are nearly synonymous, as I hope to show later-than in
the home lacking in culture and intellectual atmosphere. This
is brought out in Miss Dismorr's London experiments.
A constant association with other children of about the same
age is an incentive to the little one to talk, and a child so situ-
ated will hear more language suited to its capacity than the
child brought up in isolation. The character of the vocabu-
lary is often greatly modified by nurses and servants. These
in many cases are not only ignorant and unrefined, but often
superstitious and sometimes vicious. Southern children, many
of them left almost completely in the care of colored nurses,
are especially nnfortunate in this respect. Corrupted pronun-
ciation, slang, the names of mysterious, fanciful beings which
strike terror to the heart, and sometimes profanity, are learned
at an early age, and produce a lasting impression upon the
child. The man fifty years of age has not entirely rid himself
of the pernicious linguistic acquisitions of the nursery. The
child's vocabulary may be greatly increased by parental en-
couragement to ask questions abont what it sees and hears.
The child is a bnndle of interrogation points, and the parents
who answer all reasonable questions and encourage the child
to ask more, thus increase greatly its stock of ideas and the
words which represent these ideas. A well-selected lot of pic-
ture-books, playthings, etc., which the child is interested in,
undoubtedly adds to the words it may have in store.
At a later period the reading of books and papers has much
to do with the number and quality of the storehouse of words
at the command of the boys and girls. The number of books
is not so important as the quality and the state of mind with
which they are read, and the pains taken to learn the meaning
of what is read. I have made it a practice to inquire as to the
kind and number of books read by those tested, and I am led
to believe that the potency of the good book read with a dic-
tionary at one's elbow can scarcely be overestimated. But
contact with the world in society, business, and travel must not
be neglected.
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I have taken some pains to ascertain what text-books and
school exercises contribute most to the forming of one's vocab-
ulary. One of these is word-analysis, whether given in con-
nection with English work, or in the spelling-class. The study
of roots, stems, primitives, derivatives, prefixes, suffixes, etc.,
gives the pupil a knowledge of words he can scarcely get in any
other way in the grades. An accurate knowledge of a few
prefixes and suffixes will put the pupil in possession of hundreds
of words of which before he had no definite conception. This
is brought out in connection with my tests in the Jackson
schools, especially in the sixth grade, white, and sixth and
seventh grade, negro schools.
Spelling may be made a most valuable exercise in this
respect. It was my custom as a teacher in the public schools
to require pupils of all ages to spell, and to know the meaning
of the words they spelled. Why should we ever learn to spell
a word whose meaning we do not know? We cannot make
any use of the word until we grasp its meaning. It is vastly
more important to know the meaning than to know the spell-
ing; for we may correctly use a word orally which we cannot
spell. In fact most people speak a hundred words to one they
write.
I commend the exercise described by Supt. J. M. Green-
wood in an article on Spelling (45). He says: "I had bought
a second-hand copy of Webster's Academic Dictionary.... I
took up Webster's Old Blue Book, and I marked down all the
words between its two covers of whose meaning I had any
doubts. There were sixty-eight of these words, and I hunted
up their meanings in this dictionary.. I had never looked into
a dictionary of any kind a dozen times in my life before, and
yet I was 'shaky' on only sixty-eight out of about 10,000 differ-
ent words in that book." This shows he had a pretty good
vocabulary for a young teacher of those days (it was during
the first term he taught), and that he had learned how to in-
crease his vocabulary.
The study of English, of course, is one of the most valuable
exercises for increasing one's vocabulary. Though nearly two-
hundred years have passed, Benjamin Franklin's method has
scarcely been improved upon. I quote from President Charles
W. Eliot in Sciencefor June rst, 1906. "To improve his vocab-
ulary he turned specimens of prose into verse, and later, when
he had forgotten the original, he turned the verse back again
into prose. This exercise enlarged his vocabulary and his
acqnaintance with synonyms and their different shades of mean-
ing, and showed him how he could twist phrases and sentences
about." Composition work of every kind is very valuable,
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especially if one takes any pains to use just the right word.
Much depends upon the teacher in this.
Every school exercise should contribute somewhat to one's
stock of words. No word in the reading, history, geography,
or other subject, should be passed over until the pupil under-
stands it. If this practice is begun in the lower grades, there
will be few words to study in anyone lesson.
The study of Latin, and to a less extent, Greek, and other
languages, contributes greatly to the growth of the student's
vocabulary. Nearly one-third of all the words iu the English
language are derived from the Latin. A large number, es-
pecially scientific terms, come from the Greek. No one who
hopes to understand English can afford to neglect Latin. In
making the test on Mrs. Crider's vocabulary (see No. IS) I
found three different pages of the dictionary on which she did
not know a single word. These pages were filled with scien-
tific terms derived from the Greek, and she had not studied
Greek. She had a fine training in Latin, and this put her to
the front of all those tested, yet two or three years in Greek
would have added thousands of words to her vocabulary. Even
one or two years in Latin or Greek are valuable in this respect.
One who has worked out carefully the conjugation of a dozen
Latin or Greek verbs has learned new meanings to hundreds or
even thousands of English words. Mr. Meserve, who made
the best record in the James Millikin University, has had five
years of Latin, five of French, two of Greek, two of German,
and one of Spanish.
But above all and at all times, make constant reference to the
dictionary. The student should never allow the dictionary to
get beyond his reach, as he sits at his study table. Have a
stand or table especially for it, and always keep it open and in
the most accessible position. Form the" dictionary habit" early
in life; in later life one will have such a storehouse of words
one will not need it so much. If a word is mastered when
met, then it will reappear hundreds and thousands of times,
like the face of an old and long-loved friend.
Vocabulary tests themselves have proved to be one of the
most important means of increasing one's vocabulary. After
one has tried writing definitions to a few score even ofthe most
familiar words, and found how difficult it is to give a definition
that really defines, one begins to make a more careful study of
words. In every case where I have given extended written
tests the student has shown great improvement in his mastery
of words. There should be almost daily tests in classes upon
words from spellers, readers, histories, etc., and often upon
words that have not been assigned for previous study. Every
pupil in school should have a small dictionary of his own,
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while an International, the Standard, or the Century is accessi-
ble to all when necessary for a fuller study of words.
IMPORTANCE OF A GOOD VOCABULARY.
An old grammar studied in my boyhood days says, "A word
is a sign of an idea." One of the best of the modern diction-
aries says a word is "used as a symbol to embody and signify
an idea or thought, especially a notion or conception." If then
a word is a sign of an idea, the more words one knows, the
more ideas one has. When, therefore, a man has added a thou-
sand words to his vocabulary, he has put away in the pigeon-
holes of his brain a thousand thoughts or ideas-ready servants
to do his bidding. If a man has a new thought, then, or a new
concept, he must at once search about for a word to embody
that thought. A word is an incarnate thought. If there is no
word in which to house his thought, he must make one, that
his ideas may not wander about like disembodied spirits.
This calls up the old discussion as to whether we think in
words only. I do not wish to thrash out that subject again,
yet it deserves some attention. Fitch in his lectures at Cam-
bridge University (38) says: "Every word which has been
invented is the record of some fact or thought, and furnishes
the means by which facts or thoughts can be transmitted to
others. In a sense, every new word represents a new conquest
of civilization, a distinct addition to the intellectual resources
of the world."
Laurie in his Lectures on Language (65) says: "For in add-
ing to his [the child'S] stock of understood words, we add to
his stock of understood things, and, consequently, to his mate-
rial for thought and to the growth of the fabric of the mind."
Prof. Max Muller, in his Science of Language (75), makes
this statement: "No human being utters articulate sounds
without an object, a purpose, a meaning. The endless configu-
rations of sound which are collected in our dictionaries would
have no existence at all, they would be the mere ghost of a
language, unless they stood there as the embodiment of
thought, as the realization of ideas." (Vol. 2, p. 5I. )
President A. R. Taylor (101), speaking of children's vocab-
ularies, says: "Their knowledge and vocabularies grow at
approximately the same rate, and revealing also the func-
tion of language in knowledge-getting." The child's words
are stepping-stones to knowledge, and represent the ability to
get knowledge, whether or not they represent so much knowl-
edge.
Whether we can think without words or not, it is certain
that no connected train of thought is carried on independently
of the symbols of thought. Therefore, by increasing the num-
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ber of words at our command, we increase the number of con-
cepts of the mind.
How a judicious selection of words enhances the interest in
a speaker or writer! But he cannot make a judicious selection
unless he has an extensive list to choose from. Precision,
clearness, and elegance of diction are impossible with a man
who has a limited vocabulary. A man who is not able to say
directly what he wishes to say, talks in circumlocutions, in his
effort to reach a given point. Has anyone ever stopped to
calculate how many misunderstandings, broken friendships,
law-suits, and divorces result from an ignorance of the mean-
ing of words? Lawyers, litigants, judge, and jury, wrestle in
a vain attempt to interpret a carelessly worded contract or stat-
ute. If men had the power to discriminate in the use of words,
and other men had the power to interpret them with nicety,
this would be a far happier world.
CORRELATION BETWEEN GRADES AND VOCABULARIES.
For a long time I have noticed that the students who rank
high in their classes nearly always have good vocabularies; and
looking at it from the other point of view, that those who have
good vocabularies rank high ill their classes. As this correla-
tion between vocabularies and grades had been almost univer-
sally true, as far as I was personally acquainted with the work
of those tested, I desired to verify the matter more fully in the
James Millikin University by consulting teachers as to the
standing of pupils, and by carefully comparing my vocabulary
tests with my class records and with those records of work
kept in the office. I found a marked parallelism between the
two sets. It matters little whether we say students do well be-
cause they have good vocabularies, or they have good vocabu-
laries because they do well; it matters little which is cause or
which effect ,-it follows that if you increase a student's vocab-
ulary you increase his standing in his class. The one who has
a vague, ill-defined knowledge of words, has vague and ill-
defined thoughts, and is incapable of definite, systematic, and
logical thinking. If a word is a sign of an idea, bungling,
meaningless expressions indicate a clouded, vacant brain.
Two recent articles in the Popular Science Monthly, one by
Prof. E. A. Kirkpatrick (64a), the other by Prof. E. H. Bab-
bitt (sa), exhibit plans and results very similar to my own,
previously recorded in this paper. Professor Kirkpatrick sug-
gests that as the extent of the vocabulary indicates so nearly
the mental ability of the student, a vocabulary test might pos-
sibly be used as an examination for entrance to college. Pro-
fessor Babbitt announces that he has successfully used this test
with several classes in German instead of an examination for
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entrance to second-year work. Those who knew from 2,000 to
5,000 German words were able to carry the work. At the end
of the second year they could define from 5,000 to 12,000
German words.
MERE WORDS.
"Words fitly spoken are like apples of gold in pictures of
silver." Words whether audible or representing only the
ideas that flit from brain-cell to brain-cell, become photo-
graphed upon the memory and mold character. The words
we use both indicate and help to fix our characters. There is
a reciprocal relation between our words and ourselves. Evil
words flow from an evil source, and likewise an evil source be-
gets evil words.
What potency in words! They are sufficient to express the
most entrancing poetry, the sublimest oratory, the profound-
est philosophy; the most soul-blighting grief, or joy supernal;
the most transcendent thoughts of priest or seer or incarnate
Divinity. A word may be a message of love which shall make
glad the heart, or a messenger of despair which shall blast the
life. A word may unlock the gates of the Celestial City, may
express the song of the angels and the redeemed around the
throne, or may bear through infinite space the thoughts of the
Eternal.
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